
CECOIS FRAGUADO RAPIDO, FAST
SETTING-TIME ADHESIVE FOR PLACING
BRICKS, TILES AND CERAMICS

Description
Cement-based adhesive of fast setting time that mixed with water
just in the moment of applying is used for placing ceramic tile,
ceramics, tiles, etc. It can be used for indoors and outdoors. Setting
time from 1 to 3 hours for temperatures higher than 20ºC.

Aplication
CECOIS FRAGUADO RÁPIDO is suitable to placing bricks, tiles, ceramics, marble, glazed, etc in kitchens,
bathrooms, toilets, laboratories, hospitals, etc. Placement of tiles and slate and sloped roofs. Both indoors and
outdoors.

Surface preparation
The support surface where the adhesive is applied must be cleaned, out of grease and oils, compact, with no
fleking and slightly moistened.

Modes of application
CECOIS FRAGUADO RAPIDO is mixed directly with water in the recommended proportion until obtain the
desired consistency.
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-The mix can be done manually or with low revolution electric mixer (from 400 to 500 rpm).
-The suitable mix is 7 litres of water per CECOIS FRAGUADO RÁPIDO 25 kgs sack.
-It can be walked on after 1 and 3 hours according the temparature.
-The time of setting is 8 hours.
-CECOIS FRAGUADO RÁPIDO must be applied by a toothed trowel, applying as quantity as that the opening
time(10 minutes approximately according the temperature). At a higher temperature less open time.
-Placing the pieces pressing them ir order to achieve that the adhesive becomes smoothed to cover all the
surface with adhesive.
-With hot weather and when the support is highly absorbent moisten it slightly  is recommendable.
-For pieces placing outdoors joints must be provided according the pieces´ coefficient  expansion.
-The setting time is from 1 to 4 hours for temperatures higher than 20º.

Clean up
With plenty of clean water while the material is wet.

Data sheet
Water absorption25 + - 3%

Adherence> 0,5 N/mm2

Colour/sGrey

Curing density1.650  kg/lt

Mass of density1.871 kg/lt

Powder density1.225 kg/lt

Setting timeInitial 1 hour aprox, Final 5 hours aprox

Time for enabling trafficMinimum 24 hours

Colour/sWhite and grey

Performance
3 kg per sqm in 2 mm layer

Storage
2 years in their original packages tightly closed avoiding the exposure to high temperature, protected from



the weather and in dry and cool places.


